We used three complementary techniques to vary the chemical potential of water in lipid/water mixtures;
possible to divide the applied work into that of direct bilayer repulsion and that of bi ayer deformation. We thus obtained a first determination of the lateral pressure required to create large increases in bilayer thickness and concomitant decreases in bilayer area. The lateral pressure reaches 25 dynes/cm for a 25% decrease in bilayer area. Systematic measurements of the mechanical properties of bilayers suffering such large deformation will allow critical tests of theories on bilayer stability and phase transition. All cell-cell and vesicle-cell interactions requiring contact between membranes probably involve not only molecular interaction between specific membrane constituents, but also nonspecific interactions. The latter include long-range van der Waals attraction, electrostatic repulsion, and the very strong repulsive force that results from having to remove water from the water-soluble groups that cover and stabilize membrane surfaces (1, 2) . Durable contacts, as seen in studies of cell adhesion, must reach beyond or through this "wall" of hydration. For example, sparsely distributed glycoproteins, bearing receptors for specific cell contact, would have to reach through the water coating the cell surface. "Hydration" forces probably stop vesicles from close contact with the cell membrane, making spontaneous fusion difficult (3) . The triggering events in exocytosis may be a controlled destruction of vesicle-membrane repulsion which must be more than a simple ionic screening or neutralization of coulombic repulsion (4) .
We have been exploring all three nonspecific forces acting between phospholipid bilayer membranes. This is done by determining the work needed to remove water from the lamellar lattice formed by phospholipid bilayers in water. In addition to removing water by the osmotic pressure of dextran (1, 2), we now use both a hydrostatic pressure cell and a chamber with controlled vapor pressure to set the chemical potential of water. In using osmotic, hydrostatic, and vapor pressures, we are able to extend our earlier measurements on egg phosphatidylcholine/water multilayers to the full range of water contents.
By x-ray diffraction we see that as water is squeezed from the lattice, the bilayers not only come closer together, but deform to get thicker and to bring closer together molecules on the same surface. We show how to divide the work of water removal into separate components for overcoming bilayer repulsion and effecting bilayer deformation. Most of the work goes into pushing bilayers together with progressive water removal, the proportion of the total work going to deform the bilayer diminishes from 16% to 7% as water is removed. The direct repulsive pressure between egg lecithin bilayers is first detected at a separation of about 27 A and grows exponentially, with a decay constant of about 2.6 A, to reach 1500 atm (1 atmosphere = 1.013 X 105 newtons/M2 = 1.013 X 106 dyne/cm2) at 3 A separation. The direct repulsive force translates into a formidable kinetic barrier preventing lipid vesicles of 100 A or greater radius approaching each other or approaching a planar membrane. It is much larger than any predicted or measured electrostatic repulsion.
The stress of bilayer deformation, expressed as a lateral pressure or rate of change of molecular free energy with molecular area, is zero at the equilibrium area of about 75 A per molecule and rises to 25 dynes/cm when the phospholipid area is reduced to 60 A2. Because most synthetic phospholipids exhibit ("Tc") transitions between disordered and ordered hydrocarbon chains as their polar groups are laterally compressed, the present method will allow us to test models of those transitions by measuring directly the free energy changes that lead to phase transition. It is now possible also to compare the lateral pressure in bilayer and monolayer films. Method The three techniques used to remove the water are ( Fig. 1) : (i) A high molecular weight dextran solution equilibrates with the multilayer and competes with it for water by exerting osmotic pressure (<10 atm). (ii) The multilayer is squeezed under pressure P in a cell from which water is allowed to escape via a semipermeable membrane (6 < P < 500 atm). (iii) A saturated salt solution competes for water with the multilayer through a vapor phase whose partial pressure p is less than the vapor pressure Po of pure water (225 S equivalent physical pressure < 1500 atm). Removal of water under osmotic or hydraulic pressure allows measurement of water activity in a regime where information obtained from vapor pressure is overwhelmed by error because of the proximity to saturation.
The work of transfer of water from the multilayer lattice to a bulk water phase is set by the chemical potential difference -Aw, where Aw is defined in Fig. 1 ; , is related toP by ,w = -PVW, in which VW is the molar volume of water.
The use of x-ray diffraction to follow structural changes in this system has been described (1, 2, 5, 6) . For (erg/cal) = 4.3 X 10-7 P (dyne/cm2).
as described above and in the table legend. Not only does dw decrease when bilayers are deprived of water, but bilayers also deform to bring polar groups on the same membrane closer together. We observe this deformation as a decrease in area A and an increase in thickness di with decreasing water (Table   1) . Such a dual response reflects a minimization of the lattice free energy with respect to both di and d, at each given amount of water. This minimization comes from a competition between forces between molecules in the same bilayer (changes in di) and those between bilayers (changes in d,).
Separation of Measured Stress P into Inter-and Intrabilayer Forces. We can consider the free energy g per phospholipid molecule as a function of membrane separation dw and of any variable describing molecular packing. For the latter we use A, the average cross-sectional area per molecule, or d1, the bilayer thickness, or dPP the average center-to-center distance between polar groups. The increase Ag in molecular free energy with change of volume Av, of water is (using our sign convention for pressure P) Ag = -P Av,. PA --FR. [2] Since dl-A = 2vj, with vj the molecular volume of a phospholipid molecule, we have ag pdwA = p w ad, 2 di di [3] for the rate of change of molecular free energy with bilayer thickness di. Assuming hexagonal packing of the phospholipid molecules, we may write A = (x/</2) dpp2 and the rate of change of molecular free energy with distance between polar groups on one bilayer becomes ad = -Pv (2) dPP [4] More formally, we could have written the free energy g per phospholipid molecule as a function of any two variables describing the lattice-e.g., (dw, A), The work of changing the water volume by Avw goes into incremental changes in area AA and in separation Adw, 2Avw = AAdw + dWAA. The total work is, again, Ag ag AA + Adw =-(P/2) (A Adw + dwAA). [7] From Eqs. 6 
Numerical results
The pressure between egg lecithin bilayers, P (Fig. 2) , is conveniently described by the form P(dw) = Po e-dw/', in which Po = 7.05 X 109 dynes/cm2 and X = 2.56 A. The related force FR = PA on one molecule acting in a direction perpendicular to the bilayer (from Eq. 2 or 9) is also plotted in Fig. 2 . It is described by FR(dw) = FO e-dw/', Fo = 4.15 X 10-5 dynes, X' = 2.62 A.
As used here, these exponential relations are purely an empirical representation. No theory is implied, although an order-parameter description (10) does suggest that the force should decay exponentially. We do not insist that P plotted against dw is purely exponential nor do we neglect the possibility that small kinks in the curves of Fig. 2 (2, 11) . We use the language of a Hamaker coefficient H, wherein the attraction between parallel planar bodies of thickness di separation dw has the form (12, 13) (H/(6fr))(1/d,3 -2/(dw + dj)3 + i/(dw + 2dl)3).
Equating this attraction to the pressure Poe-dw/A and extrapolating to dw = 27.5 : 0.5 A, we find the apparent coefficient H = (6.0 + 0.9) X 10-14 erg. This procedure has been described in detail (2) . Activity of Boundary Water. It is obvious from Fig. 2 that the work of transfer of water, -,w = P V,, is a continuous function of water content all the way down to the last two water molecules per phospholipid molecule. (Removal of more water simply destroys the lamellar lattice of egg lecithin.) We take strong exception to the widespread but facile assumption that water near lipid bilayers can be divided into discrete classes of "bound" and "free." The interested reader can verify for himself that for separations greater than 20 A, At.amount&,1J4y
to fractions of a calorie per mole. Such small differ¢'-chemical activity, while leading to strong physical forces, are impossible to detect by using most probes of water. Vesicle Interaction. We have argued elsewhere (1, 4, 14) that the pressure P, or the force PA (Eq. 9), which occurs between both charged (14) and uncharged (1) bilayers when d, < 20 A, has an important influence on contact and fusion of lipid vesicles. Assuming its exponential variation (Fig. 2) and applying the Derjaguin approximation (12, 15) , we may write the force between two spherical vesicles of radius a as -raA P(d,) and between a vesicle and flat bilayer as 2iraX P(d,). The respective energies are Ess = -raA2P(d,) and Esp = 2iraX2P(dw). Here d, now refers to the distance of closest approach, and we assume no deformation of the membranes.
These forces and energies translate into significant barriers for even the smallest vesicles. For example, if a = 300 A, roughly the size of a synaptic vesicle, the statistical weightings against mutual approach, e-Ess/kT or e-Esp/kT, are less than 1o-4 for separations <13 A between spheres and <14.5 A between sphere and planar bilayer. If a is as small as 99 A, the apparent limiting size achieved by vigorous sonication of egg phosphatidylcholine (16) , then the corresponding distances are 10.2 A and 11.7 A, respectively. It is most likely then that membranes must be deformed or otherwise modified before they can make the very close contact apparently necessary for the occurrence of exocytosis or vesicle fusion.
Membrane Deformability and Stability. We plot the force between adjacent phospholipid molecules in the same bilayer as bg/6dpp (Eq. 4) in Fig. 3 . This force is not easily described by an exponential or inverse-power variation. It does change rapidly-by some 4 orders of magnitude with a 1.2 A change in average separation.
The ratio of amounts of work going into separation and deformation, given by the parameter X = b(ln dw)/b(ln A) (Eq. 4 . Percentage of incremental free energy change going into bilayer deformation. By Eq. 8, the quantity X, the ratio of relative rate of change in bilayer separation to relative rate of change in bilayer dimension, is also the ratio of the work of separation to the work of deformation. [1/(1 + X) = % of total energy that deforms the bilayer.]
The required derivatives were made from a quadratic fitted to a plot of ln A against ln d. As the cross-sectional area decreases, the bilayer appears progressively stiffer-i.e., relatively more work goes into pushing bilayers together than into deforming them.
taking the slope of the best fit quadratic. As water is removed, only 7-16% of the incremental work of removal goes into deformation (Fig. 4) . The remaining 84-93% of this incremental work goes to pushing bilayers closer together. Consequently, the force FR perpendicular to the bilayer, because it is plotted on a log scale in Fig. 2 , appears to differ little from that assuming no deformation.
The lateral pressure -ag/aA (Fig. 5) shows an increase from 0 to 25 dynes/cm in changing the area of the phospholipid from 75 A2 to 57 A2. By integrating 2)g/)A numerically, we estimate (Table 1) and Eq. 4. (18) (19) (20) . The moduli for those membranes were for strain in the opposite direction-i.e., for pulling polar groups apart and making the bilayer thinner. Such artificial bilayers typically break after only 1% deformation. The scatter in our estimates of the modulus is due to the 2% error in determining bilayer dimensions.
The present technique is being applied to a broad class of membrane lipids and provides a practical method for determining membrane interaction and stability. It is becoming clear that the "hydration force" can occur between any two surfaces that are covered by water-soluble groups. We predict, therefore, that this force will be felt between cell membranes as well as between pure phospholipid bilayers. It seems to us that it is these repulsive forces that must be overcome or changed by the biochemical or physical processes governing either the rapid fusion of synaptic vesicles at a nerve terminal or the controlled release of material stored in intracellular vesicles (4) .
We can now directly test theories of phase transitions in bilayers that involve changes of hydrocarbon packing and polar headgroup organization. For example, both above and below their hydrocarbon chain phase transitions dilauroyl-, dimyristoyl-, and dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine as well as egg phosphatidylethanolamine multilayers exhibit forces qualitatively like those seen for egg lecithin (21, 22) . The lateral compression of phospholipid bilayers actually induces a transition to the solid-hydrocarbon state above the normal phasetransition temperature. One can measure the force or energy change required to cause phase transitions and compare these with theoretical predictions. It should now be clear not only that studies of membrane interaction and fusion must recognize the strong repulsive forces that exist between membranes, but also that one can now make a systematic study of the physical forces involving lipid aggregates by the marriage of thermodynamics and structure as illustrated here.
